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Features
This release aims at making the end user self-sufficient to configure the system as needed and
seamlessly use the features & functionalities. It focuses on the end user experience for ease of
usage and simplicity in work flows.
These features have been tested on the following browsers.
 GoogleChrome
 MozillaFirefox

BASE ESS:
PUSH API- This is an existing feature enhancement . In already existing API name PUSH API , we have added
a new column name AttributeEffectiveDate. Please refer the below details.
1. Added AttributesEffectiveDate new parameter to API. Date (MM/DD/YYYY) format
2. Change attributes of employees on specific date which will be AttributesEffectiveDate. It is similar flow
like transfer module effective date.
3. This parameter value will be valid in case of update request only. That is with Flag = U. If you pass with
other flag it should give validation.
4. AttributesEffectiveDate can be current, back or future dated. If AttributesEffectiveDate is not null then it
is mandatory to pass attributes in request with U Flag.

LMS:
Leave Transaction Detail Report- This is an existing feature enhancement . We have added two new filters
in Leave transaction details report named Leave Start Date and Leave End Date. Now we can extract report
using these two filters as well.
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Note - This is handled through backend configuration. In order to avail these filters in reports, jira ticket has
to be raised to concern technical person.

TNA:
Regularization Action - Earlier while applying regularization , under In time and Out Time by default shift
time was shown . Now , while applying regularization swipe details will be shown under In and Out Time .i.e
Punch In time will be shown In Time and Punch Out time will be shown in Out Time .If there are no swipes
then by default shift time will be shown.
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ESEP
LWD – This is an existing feature enhancement. Now, if LWD falls on Weekly Off/Holiday then notice period
recovery will be shown as Zero irrespective of its set Prior/Post. Previously, if the LWD day falls on weekly
off/holiday then LWD day was used to set based the rule set in system but recovery of notice period was
used to get calculated. So Now onward, if this rule is set then notice period recovery will be shown as Zero.

Claim
Claim UTR Upload – This is a new feature enhancement. UTR details upload option to be provided to upload
the details as per the below mentioned format. Post the UTR details uploaded, user would have a provision
to mark the claim as Paid and post that the same will be visible under My Transaction history. Provision of
giving this facility to ensure the claim to be paid based on client specific UTR details.
This is a configuration based feature. To enable this, request you to raise a request to Tech support team.
Follow the below steps :
1. Claim Batch Generation :- Create Batch For Final Approved Claim
2. Data Upload Engine - Claim UTR Upload Template - Upload Template which Contains Data For
Generated Batch as per screenshot2 (i.e.UTR No and Date Of Transfer which needs to be Updated against
Claim)
Claim UTR details will be uploaded using DATA UPLOAD ENGINE.
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Screenshot1 :

Screenshot2 :

Screenshot3 :
If this feature is enabled then claim batch paid activity is done through Claim UTR Upload . Without
uploading the Claim UTR if an user tries to pay the claim batch then validation is provided for same.
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Report Gallery
Shift Change Application Report –This is a new feature request. As we have introduced the new report
which will help the user to get the status/audit on shift change request.

Weeklyoff Swap Application Report –This is a new feature request. As we have introduced the new report
which will help the user to get the status/audit on weekly off swap request.

Email Trigger for Shift Change Request– This is a new feature enhancement. As soon as the shift changes
are done through below mentioned screens then employee will be notified through email alert.
Shift change request will be done through below screens:
1. Setup - Calendar
2. Old Roster Screen
3. New Roster Screen - Shift Management
4. Shift Change Button
5. Weekly Off Swap Button
6. Mobile Rostering
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